
MAKING SENSE OF DIFFICULT TIMES 
- Homilies for a Time of Pandemic – 

 

- PALM SUNDAY – 

 

What an extraordinary time we are living in!  Our lives are being controlled increasingly by 

regulations for the purpose of keeping us as safe as possible from the coronavirus.  Life as we 

knew it one month ago has changed. 

 

Over coming months, many will reflect increasingly upon their lives as the pace of their lives 

slows.  They will discover human heart questions which could not enter their consciousness 

previously because of busy and activity-filled lives. 

 

Many will begin to reflect increasingly too on questions about God and faith.  We, who are 

called to love our neighbour as Christians, need to offer – but never impose – what Christ has 

taught as it relates to today’s circumstances. 

 

It is in this context that we need to reflect upon the meaning of Holy Week for our lives and 

those of others. 

 

The purpose of Holy Week 

Jesus foretold the events of Holy Week three times to his disciples.  He really wanted them to 

understand.  He taught that 1 

 
… the Son of man was destined to suffer grievously and to be rejected 
by the elders and the chief priests and the scribes, and to be put to 
death, and after three days to rise again …  

 

We will recall these events and their meaning for our lives this coming week.  We will reflect 

upon Jesus’ sufferings and death as his path to the Resurrection. 

 

We will remember too that his basic call to all of us is to take this path ourselves to 

experience the power of Jesus’ resurrection in our lives 2 

 
1 Mark 8:33 
2 Mark 8:34 



 
If anyone wants to be a follower of mine, let him renounce himself and 
take up his cross and follow me. 

 

There are many crosses that we could face over coming months.  We can complain about 

them and resent whatever suffering they may bring.  Or we can see them as opportunities to 

open ourselves to the power of Christ’s Resurrection – and the inner peace that it brings.   

 

St Paul celebrated this power as being of greater value than any other life experience for, 

through it, he grew to know (not just ‘know about’) the Risen Jesus better  3 

 
I have accepted the loss of all other things … that I may come to know 
Christ and the power of his resurrection … 

 

Christ experienced our sufferings 

One cannot hear the Passion of Christ seriously without seeing how he identifies with much 

human suffering.  

 

Personal Betrayal 

First, Jesus experienced serious betrayal by someone he trusted, even though he could see this 

coming.  Judas was one of twelve Jesus called to be his ‘companions’ at the start of his 

ministry. 4 

 

Many of us today have experienced betrayal by others we trusted: married people feeling 

betrayed by spouses; family members feeling betrayed by a sibling who challenges legally  a 

deceased parent’s will; someone in business feeling betrayed by a partner who has taken 

advantage of them; a teenager feeling betrayed by a friend when peers were against them. 

 

Whatever the reason might be, we know too that Jesus understands the feeling of being 

betrayed. 

 

We heard in the Passover how, Judas was ‘two faced’ to Jesus when betraying him.  Judas 

said 5 

 
3 Philippians 3:10 
4 Mark 3:19 
5 Matthew 26:25 



 
Not I, Rabbi, surely? 

 

Disappointment in others 

Second, in his Passion, we hear too the deep disappointment of Jesus.  Looking around at the 

Apostles he had shared with in his ministry, he foretold 6 

 
You will all lose faith in me …  

 

Peter, who lacked self awareness, blustered 7 

 
‘Though all lose faith in you, I will never lose faith. 
 
Even if I have to die with you, I will never disown you.’ 

 

We too can experience disappointment in others – even when they assert their support for us.  

In times when we need help, others can let us down.   

 

In a crisis where we felt we could count on them, perhaps they went missing.  In times when 

we needed them to be strong, they weakened.  In times when we needed support, they failed 

to give it. 

 

We can be disappointed in others too whom we have helped in different ways, but they have 

not been responsive when we needed them. 

 

Again, whatever the reason for our disappointment in others, we know that Jesus knew this 

experience also. 

 

Deep loneliness 

In the Passion, we hear the deep loneliness of Jesus.  No one appreciated the life or death 

decision he had to make.  He prays to his Father that he not have to go through crucifixion, 

and his fear is such that in the Gospel of Luke we read of Jesus sweating drops of blood – the 

ultimate physical sign of deep anguish.  8 

 
6 Matthew 26:31 
7 Matthew 26:32, 34 
8 Luke 22:44 



 

Each time he returned to Peter, James and John for the comfort of companionship, he finds 

them asleep. 9 

 

We too can experience great loneliness which others may not understand.  It may be due to 

the death of a spouse or close family member; a decision we must make; isolation in our 

home; fear of approaching death. 

 

It can be a teenager feeling frustrated that they cannot express confused emotions or stresses 

so that others can understand.  It may be the anxiety of exams in the final year of school.  Or 

someone in aged care whose family may be in other parts of the world, and no one visits 

them. 

 

We know from his Passion that, whatever the cause of our loneliness, Jesus knew this 

experience also. 

 

Falsely accused 

Jesus was accused falsely of crimes he never committed, and condemned by the crowd who 

were manipulated by his accusers.  We too can experience people disapproving or being 

critical of us because of gossip and others telling false stories against us. 

 

Loss of control 

Jesus knew the experience of others controlling his life from the moment of his arrest.  He 

was physically abused and scourged because of a weak Pontius Pilate who was afraid to stand 

up to the Jewish leaders. 

 

Many of us can find our lives controlled by others.  We may be disabled, wheel chair bound, 

confined to a hospital bed or physically frail.   

 

Though the motives are completely different, we can still feel our lives being controlled by 

others too through the current regulations restricting our lives to protect against the spread of 

 
9 Matthew 26:39, 43, 45 



the coronavirus.  Jesus from his personal experience understands the frustrations and other 

feelings many of us are having now. 

Physical pain 

Finally, Jesus knew extreme physical pain after being scourged and crucified.  He 

understands when we too experience physical pain such as that caused by arthritis, medical 

treatments, chronic back conditions and many other conditions. 

 

These examples do not exhaust the deeper meaning of the Passion of Christ, but highlight 

how he identifies with all our sufferings.  As the Letter to the Hebrews expressed it 10  

 
For the high priest we have is not incapable of feeling our weakness with 
us, but has been put to the test in exactly the same was as ourselves, 
apart from sin. 

 

The confidence of Jesus 

Though his sufferings were great, Jesus always had confidence in God his Father, and knew 

his sufferings would end in triumph.  As mentioned already, he foretold his resurrection three 

times. 

 

In the Last Supper, he spoke of drinking 11 

 
 ‘… the new wine with you in the kingdom of my Father’ 

 

On the cross, he cried out the first words of Psalm 22, a Psalm of triumph and confidence in 

God.  12  (He followed a custom of the time of expressing the sentiment of a Psalm by 

quoting the first verse). 

 

As we remember that our crosses are the path to experiences of the power of Christ’s 

Resurrection, we too can unite out sufferings with his.  There are many experiences of this 

power we can have in this life such as inner strengthening, consolation, healing, liberation 

and inner peace-giving. 

 

 
10 Hebrews 4:15 
11 Matthew 26:29 
12 Psalm 22:19-31 



The ultimate experience of this power will be at the end of the universe when we will be 

raised again. 

 

How to draw on this power now 

Many great devotions have developed among Christians these past two thousand years.  

However, we must never forget that the most basic is personal conversation with the Risen 

Jesus. 

 

St Paul VI described this conversation as ‘the dialogue of salvation’ which satisfies the 

deepest needs of anyone, from a child to a mystic. 13 

 

We will experience the power of Christ’s Resurrection as we share with him as an intimate 

friend in conversations about our daily lives.  This includes times of  

• betrayal 

• disappointment in others 

• deep loneliness 

• suffering because of false stories about us 

• deep fear and anguish 

• feeling controlled by others 

• pain. 

 

Such conversation shares with Christ our feelings, be they helplessness or stresses or anger or 

resentments or any other.  It is deep sharing of feelings, really sharing or hearts and even our 

tears, not just mentioning them in passing in a quick prayer.   

 

Why would Jesus go through so much suffering? 

Christian discipleship is first and foremost a personal relationship with the Risen Jesus Christ 

himself.  By these sufferings, Jesus seeks to convince us of his love for us so that we will 

respond. 

 

He gave all for us, even his life, to show the depth of his love.  His Passion, therefore, leaves 

us with the question: What more could Jesus have done to convince me of his love? 

 
13 Paul VI: Your Church 70 



 

Let us pause now so as to have conversation with Jesus in our hearts, asking him to help us 

appreciate the depth of his love so that we may relate with him even more personally by 

conversing with him each day about our lives. 

 

Bishop Gerard Holohan 

5 April 2020 

 


